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Molecular Mastication Mechanics
Computational prediction of global protein motion by
sYang and Bahar (2005) (in this issue of Structure) sug-
Sgests that enzymatic active sites tend to be placed
snear the hinges of the “jaws” of enzyme structures.
T
tProteins self-organize into exquisitely precise struc-
ctures, but the actual conformation of a protein fluctu-
dates, and almost never coincides exactly with the
baverage structure observed via X-ray crystallography or
aother methods. Mounting evidence suggests that these
minduced motions play specific and essential roles in
uprotein function, but the mechanism is rarely clear, ow-
m
ing in part to the difficulty of direct observation of pro-
t
tein motions. X-ray crystallography reports the magni-
a
tude of atomic fluctuations, but the measurements are t
reliable only for well-ordered regions, where fluctua- e
tions are low. Crystals can be subjected to time- t
resolved experiments (Schotte et al., 2003), but the l
range of applications is limited to reactions that can be n
triggered by light or trapped by clever manipulations. r
NMR spectroscopy is used to probe the dynamics of i
particular regions of a protein, but has limitations on
interpretation depending on whether the dynamics can S
be defined as slowly or quickly exchanging and the t
density of through-space couplings (Palmer et al., G
2001). More recently, mass spectrometry coupled with p
shydrogen/deuterium exchange and proteolysis has
obeen used to determine changes in the relative solvent
aaccessibility of amide hydrogens (Lanman and Preve-
tlige, 2004).
tComputer simulations have been utilized for several
cdecades to study the motion of proteins, but traditional
rall-atom methods remain too computationally expen-
asive to tackle functionally interesting long-time dyna-
pmics. Simplified models have been proposed to de-
oscribe the equilibrium fluctuations near the native state,
Ias opposed to nonequilibrium processes, such as fold-
ling or induced-fit relaxation. A prominent method
hcalled normal mode analysis allows the decomposition
of the fluctuations into collective modes with shared
t
frequencies. Those with the lowest vibrational fre- i
quencies are the most global in scope and the most s
relevant for function. As pointed out by Go (Go, 1990), e
and many others the large amplitude, low frequency o
modes of motion account for the bulk of configurational a
entropy. Fast, local vibrations can be disregarded, dra- e
matically reducing the dimensionality of the system. n
Classification of modes is used to describe and predict t
key conformational changes, for instance in the dy- a
namics annotation by Gerstein and co-workers (Krebs a
et al., 2002). Computed normal modes of motion in pro- a
teins have been found to coincide with experimentally s
“observed changes, such as those induced by ligandinding (Tama and Sanejouand, 2001). This leads us to
he central question: do these motions contribute to
nzyme function?
Stabilization of the transition state relative to the sub-
trate is thought to be the key to enzymatic efficiency.
tatic effects clearly play a major part via the electro-
tatic contribution of the positioning of polar residues.
he existence of a “dynamic effect,” however, is con-
roversial, specifically the proposition that enzymes can
hannel thermal vibrational energy into modes co-
irectional with the reaction coordinate, thus making
arrier crossing more likely. Nevertheless, evidence is
ccreting to indicate a link between well-defined global
otions and catalysis. In dihydrofolate reductase, sim-
lations have shown a marked difference in concerted
otions between structural states associated with ca-
alysis (Radkiewicz and Brooks, 2000), and the motions
re found to be affected by functionally important dis-
ant residues (Wong et al., 2005). In cyclophilin A, NMR
xperiments have found close similarity between
imescales for putative functional motions and for cata-
ytic turnover rates (Eisenmesser et al., 2002). While
one of the evidence is conclusive, it suggests that the
ole of concerted protein motions in catalysis is worth
nvestigating.
The work by (Yang and Bahar, 2005; this issue of
tructure) calculates global modes of equilibrium fluc-
uations in a set of 98 enzyme structures using the
aussian Network Model, which describes a folded
rotein as a set of particles, one for each residue, with
imple potential functions. Although based exclusively
n contact topology, this approach has shown good
greement with experimental fluctuation profiles of pro-
eins in crystal structures (Kundu et al., 2002). The au-
hors report that the catalytic residues have signifi-
antly lower positional fluctuations than the set of all
esidues. Computation of the normal modes of motion
llowed the determination of the “hinges” or pivot
oints that separate regions of the protein moving in
pposite directions, much like the end of a nutcracker.
n the vast majority of the enzymes studied, the cata-
ytic residues were found to be located in a predicted
inge region.
This finding contributes a bioinformatic dimension to
he field of functional protein dynamics and may allow
mproved functional annotation for the flood of newly
olved protein structures. The results also suggest an
nhanced role for the global protein structure, which
ften has been viewed as a scaffold supporting the
ctive site. The study adds to the growing body of
vidence that the fold determines global protein dy-
amics, suggesting a mechanism for allosteric signal
ransduction, functional impact of distant mutations,
nd other effects not explained by the chemistry of the
ctive site. In this view, enzymatic structures resemble
Pac-Man icon, with active sites located in the wedge-
haped opening, and the structure responsible for the
chewing” motion of the “mouth.”
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837The results also open up new avenues for investiga-
tion. The possibility of specific contributions of enzyme
dynamics to catalysis is difficult to demonstrate di-
rectly; the question being, can motion be optimized to
favor the direction of the reaction coordinate? Alterna-
tively, locating the active sites in the hinge regions may
also serve to make the enzyme more rigid upon bind-
ing, providing an entropic counterbalance to the bind-
ing enthalpy and allowing for product release at a rea-
sonable rate. An association between binding enthalpy
and the change in mobility between free and bound en-
zymes is sometimes seen in crystal and NMR analyses.
Another possible effect of the internal placement of
active sites is to strip the substrate of solvent, which is
often required for efficient catalysis.
Finally, the results are based on a purely topological
description of protein structures, neglecting sequence
information in the calculation. A recent study found that
4-residue fragments exhibit specific secondary struc-
ture propensities (Chan et al., 2004). This result may
suggest that different sequences make distinct dy-
namic contributions as well. The relative importance of
topology and sequence for protein dynamics and func-
tion needs to be investigated, in order to add more
teeth to the masticating view of enzyme dynamics.
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